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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

WE ARE TESTED
NOT TO SHOW
OUR WEAKNESS,
BUT TO DISCOVER
OUR STRENGTHS

IQRA COLLEGE PARENT PORTAL

Keep fully updated, manage and control everything related to
your child’s education. Communicate with the school seamlesly
through push notifications, instant messaging, payment
gateways and much more all at the power of your fingertips.
Instructions on how to access
the portal and app have been
emailed to parents.
Please contact
info@iqracollege.sa.edu.au if
your need any assistance.

DATES & EVENTS
26 AUG - 30 AUG
NAPLAN Readiness Test
26 AUG - 30 AUG
Book Week
2 SEP - 5 SEP
School Excursions
2nd Sept: Rec - Year 3
3rd Sept: Year 4 & 5
4th Sept: Year 7 - Year 9
5th Sept: Year 10 & 11
6 SEP
Be Active Challenge

www.iqracollege.sa.edu.au

FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Asalamu Alaykum
I pray that our first edition of the Term 3 newsletters
finds you all in the best of health, happiness and Islamic
spirits Ameen. May peace and Blessings be bestowed on
our beloved Prophet Mohamed (swa) his family and his
companions. Ameen.
As we brave the cold weather fighting off illnesses we
have forged ahead to once again give our children the best
opportunities to excel in all that they do. I am humbled
as I walk through the corridors observing the learning
experiences, development & milestones taking place in
the respective classrooms. It gives me great joy to work
with staff who work tirelessly to make every day count for
each of our students in our care. Moreover, to witness
the children’s ‘never give up attitude’ and their desire to
learn and achieve their optimum potential is incredible.
With each day that Almighty grants us; we strive to do our
best (academically & spiritually) Alhumdulilah! For us to

“My Lord, increase me in knowledge”
continue to grow and prosper we need all our parents full support. As such, I would like to
kindly remind you of the following:
Attendance Policy
The School Education Act 1999 and School Education Regulations 2000 requires
compulsory aged students to attend school on a daily basis.
Please ensure that your children are attending and punctual to school every day. Should
they be away for any reason then notify the school as per our policy. Students who are
away will be expected to catch up with the work that they have missed so that their learning
isn’t affected. Please do not let your children stay home unnecessarily; and at the same
time please do not send your children to school when they are ill.
Arrival/dismissal Time for School
Our school begins daily at 8.30am sharp. Students are expected to arrive at school between
8.15am - 8.20am, which gives them the chance to place their bags in the class and read a
book in a supervised environment before the morning assembly. I have noted that some
of our Private Pick-up families are starting to drop their children late at school regularly.
The late arrival of these children during our morning assembly disrupts the day of those
already at school, sets a bad example to the students that punctuality is not important,
creates potential safety issues, and disrupts assembly/ lesson time. As such, I request that
all parents ensure that your children are on time and teach them responsibility of adhering
the rules.
Parents are also reminded that our duty of care ends at 4:10pm. Kindly ensure that you
pick your children up on time as the staff cannot stay back to supervise kids that are not
picked up on time.
Breakfast and Lunch for School
Please ensure that your children are fed a healthy and substantial breakfast in the mornings
before arriving at school. I have noted quite a few students who are very tired and lethargic
(due to sleeping very late, resulting in waking up late and not having breakfast). Healthy
food and lots of water are essential nourishments for our students to learn and perform
well in class daily. We would like to encourage all our parents to make healthy and enjoyable
recess snacks and lunches for your children so that they have enough energy for study at
school.
Uniform Requirements
Our school prides itself by having intelligent and hardworking students and an excellent
group of teaching staff. On the surface, we show our school pride by wearing the school
colours, that is, the school uniform. We would like to remind parents about the uniform
requirements for girls and boys at the school. All students are expected to wear the correct
uniform throughout the week; and to ONLY wear the sports uniform on the day that they
have their PE session. Continual breaches will result in students being sent home.
````
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As a growing school we endeavor to undertake and participate in National programs that
will enhance our children’s learning and development. This term we are participating in the
Premier’s Reading and Be Active challenge, Science, Book week and World Mania Spelling
challenge. Please assist us by giving your children the opportunity and time to do any tasks
associated with the above at home.
May Almighty grant us guidance, and shower us with His Mercy and Blessings, Ameen.
Wasalaam
Dr Ahdielah
Executive Principal

CLASS UPDATES
RECEPTION
Assalaam u alaikum,
I trust you all enjoyed a relaxing holiday.
Welcome to Term 3 and a very warm welcome
to all our new students in Reception. This
week our young students were refreshed and
eager to learn! In Literacy our main focus is
on reading by encouraging the students to
apply various strategies to assist them to read
independently. We have fun literacy games as
well as making full use of educational videos.
This term students in Reception were introduced
to the five W’s of Recount writing. Can’t wait
to read them! In Science we are focusing on
Materials and what materials our school is
made of. We enjoyed a very educational walk
around our school. For Maths the students are
engaged in various practical activities linked to
location, position and direction.
Parents continue to support your child by reading with them for 15 minutes every day.
Please ensure your child brings in a healthy lunch box and water bottle to sustain them for
the day. Remember that students should be in their correct full uniform and shoes daily.
Shukran
Wasalaam
Mrs Zulekha Naby (Reception A)
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Literacy
This term in Reception B, students will be learning to write simple sentences and learn
basic sentence structure. Students have been introduced to ‘Recount writing’ and will
continue to extend their knowledge in this area. They familiarized themselves with Recount
writing structure as they have been engaged in recount task to retell, their experience over
the school holidays. Students will continue to learn blends and apply digraphs and sounds
knowledge in their writing. Please continue reading with your child every day. Your valuable
collaboration is very much appreciated.
Receptions were engaged in another way to use Pool Noodles in the classroom. Students
attach the letters to a wooden ruler to make CVC/sight words.
Mathematics
In Numeracy, students started this term learning about ‘Position and Location’. We used
positional language to place various objects around our classroom and discussed where
they were hiding. Students engaged in hands on activities as they explored positional words
in relation to their bodies by playing ‘Simon Says’ to introduce the concept of left and right.
Positional language has been such a fun part of our numeracy curriculum!
Ms Hajar Mazra (Reception B)
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YEAR 2
The term has started with a bang! It is clear that year 2 students are enjoying class and
embracing all learning opportunities that come their way.
In literacy, the children are continuing to improve in their reading and writing. They are so
excited to discover how characters are built in narratives and learning all the new vocabulary
that is used for fairy tales. In Maths, children are discovering numbers, and learning how to
count up to 1000. They are also learning number place value and using hands-on learning
to facilitate their understanding.
In Science, the children are studying Physical Sciences. In particular, they are learning how
things move, and discovering how gravity works. In Project Based Learning they are learning
about climate change, weather patterns, and are doing experiments on how air pressure is
measured to discover one of the ways that scientists observe climate change.
We are looking forward to continuing an exciting term.
Mrs Sahra Mohamed
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YEAR 4
Term 3 is underway and Year 4As are back in action. This term will prove to be full of fun and
excitement as students’ will be participating in Premier’s Reading Challenge and Premier’s
Be Active Challenge alongside Book Week and Science Week.
In numeracy, we are extending our understanding of factors and multiples to solve twodigit multiplication and division problems. Students may continue to practise these skills
with their Prodigy accounts for homework tasks or during free time. All students have login
and passwords to access the program and tasks are regularly assigned online to consolidate
class learning at each students’ individual level of understanding.
In literacy, students are learning about the various structures and features of poetry. They
will be researching and evaluating different types of poetry as well as trying their hand at
writing their own. As always please ensure students are reading for at least 20 minutes a
night and encourage participation in the Premier’s Reading Challenge. Booklists can be
found at the website at www.prc.sa.edu.au.
In science, the focus this term will be Earth and Space Sciences. We are investigating
our role in Earth’s changing surface. We are hoping to get our hands dirty this term as we
investigate different types of soil and how it is affected by weathering and erosion, weather
permitting. Stay tuned for more STEM activities coming down the pipeline as students are
provided opportunities to build and design. Check out these exciting pictures from our last
STEM task!
Mr. Stephen Hafner (Year 4A)
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The year 4B class has had a good start to the third term. Students have been working hard
in all subject areas.
HASS
In HASS this term the students are learning about the First Fleet to Australia in 1788,
including reasons for the journey, who travelled to Australia, and their experiences following
arrival. To make the learning more interesting and have greater impact, I have designed
‘First Fleet’ themed lessons and assignments in English, HASS, Art and Maths.
English
In English students have been tasked to imagine they are a convict or soldier on the First
Fleet. They then need to write a series of diary entries about a person’s travels from their
point of view. The student needs to try and put themselves in the persons shoes and imagine
how would this feel if it was them. Students are also doing their weekly spelling contract
and English workbook.
Maths
To continue with the First Fleet theme, students in Math’s were given the task to find out
how many male and female convicts were on the First Fleet to Botany Bay in 1788. They
were then to graph the results and discuss the findings. The students produced bar graphs
in their maths books, then used Excel on the school computers to learn how to graph
electronically. Students have also been developing efficient mental and written strategies
multiplication and for division where there is no remainder.
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Art
In Art we are continuing the ‘First Fleet’ theme, students have written and will perform
their own play about the topic. The play looks at the reasons for transporting convicts to
Australia and the conditions aboard the ships. Students are creating their own costumes
and are making sure their play is historically accurate.
Science
In Science the class is studying Earth and Space. Students are finding out that we live in a
world that is constantly changing. Even things that we might consider immovable, such as
mountains or rock formations are gradually changing, sometimes with processes that are
visible in our lifetimes. Over the coming weeks students will get an understanding of soils,
rocks and landscapes and how they change over time, this understanding will occur through
hands-on activities and student-planned investigations.
Mr Scott Watson (Year 4B)

100 DAYS SMARTER!!
Celebrating success is the key to motivating students, building self-esteem and creating
positive classroom culture. This is how Reception B class has celebrated 100 days of being
smarter, brighter and successful learners. Students have engaged in various ‘100 days’
activities to celebrate their success! Well done to each of my students!
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HIGH SCHOOL
Health and PE (High School and Upper Primary)
From Year 5 upwards, the boys and girls of IQRA
College will complete the Premier’s Be Active
Challenge.
Did you know that children should do 60 minutes of exercise each day? Exercise can range
from walking the dog, playing games of sport at Recess and Lunch, after school sport,
exercise in PE lessons and some forms of chores such as mowing the lawn.
- The Challenge is to do at least 60 minutes of physical activity on at least 5 days of the
week for at least 4 weeks.
- Students will need to record their activity on the Activity Log sheet supplied to them by
their PE or classroom teacher. (Parents will need to sign the cover page)
- After 4 weeks of daily physical activity the children will be rewarded with a medal (part
way through Term 4).
** This challenge needs to be completed and forms need to be back before the last week of
Term 3. The Year 7 and 8 boys are doing this as part of their ‘Benefits of Physical Activity’
Health Unit in class. **
For more information about the Challenge, please visit http://www.pbac.sa.edu.au/Home.
aspx
The High School boys are well and truly into their unit
of work on Cricket. The boys will look at different
formats of Indoor and Outdoor Cricket.
As a school, our pre-testing shows that our prior
knowledge of cricket is limited so the boys will engage
in a major research assignment to enhance their
knowledge about the sport.
To date the boys have conducted some skill based
pre-testing with respect to catching the ball (outfield),
throwing the ball at the stumps, repetition of front
foot blocks and drives (hitting the ball against the wall
within a given time limit) and fielding ground balls in
the deep.
Year 7 Maths
The Year 7’s finished their One Point Perspective Art
for Mathematics at the end of Term 2 and we are
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starting to place them on the ceiling of the 2U-36 Room in IQRA College.
Fully laminated, the children will be able to take them home at the end of the year to place
in their room or to use as a placemat at the dinner table.
The students completed their Location and Transformations test at the start of Term 3 and
are now well and truly under way with studying Algebra.
Year 7 Science and Digital Tech
The Year 7 students are currently constructing
a web page on an element of the Periodic
Table. This cross-curriculum connection has
allowed the students to utilise their Literacy
(Information Report), Digital Technology,
Research and Design skills all in one task.
They are enjoying this task immensely and
are very proud of the pages that they are
creating.
Coding using at text editor like Notepad
has allowed students to develop HTML and
CSS from scratch. This has taught them
the fundamentals of code layout and the skeleton code required to make a web page.
Empowering them to create their own page from their laptop instead of their web page
being hosted on a Webserver, has given them insights into the differences between file
extensions for images and html pages as well as how to and use absolute links to reference
images and other websites.
Digital Technologies
All Year 7-10 students at IQRA College are now in the process of constructing their own
web pages. Yr 8, 9 and 10 students are applying CSS and HTML concepts in their web
pages. Their assignment allows them to create a web page on an area/topic of interest to
them. The students have been particularly engaged with their web page development and
are enjoying putting their own
artistic designs in place.
Mr Aaron Caesarikow
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Comics ..Toon?
The Year 7 HASS class have been busy creating marvellous comics of a scene in Ancient
China.
Have a read and look at the incredible hand animations of The Asian Adventures of Narjis
Abdo Shekh Omar and Abdul Karim Merkabi.
New South Australian Coat of Arms !..Time to Change ?
The Year 8 HASS Class have learnt about Australia’s and its states significance of The Coat
of Arms found on official documents. They put their minds to work creating a new Coat of
Arms for their state, South Australia.
Have a marvel at Ahmed Kasher’s design.
To Dot or not to Dot?
The Year 9 English Class have read the indigenous writer Sally Morgan’s “My Place” and
created their own Indigenous Book Cover with reflection for the autobiographies they
wrote.
Have a look and read of their thinking into their designs.
Mrs Penelope Dounas
Personal Reflection on my Aboriginal Artwork
The symbols that I painted are meant to represent my family, sitting around a campfire,
having some fun together by looking at animal footprints and the night sky with all the
twinkling stars.
And the way my painting is laid out shows
how I like to go out and spend time with
my family every once in a while. In my
painting, my family is camping together
outdoors, and we’re sitting between a
bunch of animal tracks because I like
animals.
I like animals because they’re all beautiful
in their own way, some of them look very
cute and some look cool, I like some
because of their nice fur. And the colours
were meant to represent the certain
meanings that they’re supposed to have, but I just chose to use any colour that seems to
fit in with everything else.
I like the way how Aboriginal dot painting makes it easy to paint anything by just putting the
dots together in the shape of the thing that you want to paint a picture of.
Amin Syed Muhammad Izzat (Year 9 student)
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My new coat of arms for South Australia that i have designed is a shield that has the Piping
Shrike with a disc behind it that has the state colours. The Piping Shrike is found commonly
in SA. It is also SA’s inofficial bird and it appears on South Australia’s flag. I have also ut
some of South Australia’s flora. I have also put a grape tree and wine because SA is the main
supplier for the whole Australia. THe land or base is grassland with symbols of agriculture
and indusctry and the official animal of South Australia is the Hairy Nosed Wombat.
Ahmed Kasher (Year 8 student)

Students have also created several comics for their HASS Assessments
Abdul-Karim Merkabi (left) & Narjis Abdo Shekh Omar (right)
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GET TO KNOW OUR STAFF
Mr Scott Watson
Full Name: Scott Muir Watson
Place of Birth: Adelaide
Favourite Colour: Purple
Favourite Meal: Mum’s roast lamb
Hobbies/ Interests: ICT/Games/Documentaries.
Favourite Holiday Destination: Scotland
What do you enjoy most about teaching? The students.
What single advice would you give all students? Listen to your teachers, they are here for
you.
Highlight during time at IQRA College: Being the year 4B teacher.
Where do you see IQRA College in 10 Years? Possibly multi campus North and South with
1000+ students.
Mrs Zahra Fathi
Full Name: Zahra Fathi
Place of Birth: Iraq (Mousel)
Favourite Colour: Blue
Favourite Meal: Dolma
Hobbies/ Interests: I have an art business where i sell
paintings, create event signs, help cafes with their menus
and much more. I also love playing sports, especially
netball and soccer.
Favourite Holiday Destination: Iraq Erbil and Bali (Ubud)
What do you enjoy most about teaching? I absolutely love the kids, I love helping them and
teaching them and guiding them on the right path. I love the feeling of knowing your kids
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are succeeding, improving and accomplishing great things in and out of school
What single advice would you give all students? To find what you are interested in, what you
are good at and to push yourselves in that direction. Everyone is different and everyone is
amazing at something special to them. We have to find it, work on it and then excel at it.
Highlight during time at IQRA College: My highlight would be sports day. The students were
so engaged, they were having so much fun and we produced healthy competition between
the students and even the staff!
Where do you see IQRA College in 10 Years? I see it as a leading school in academics,
equality, inclusivity and offering a wide range of extracurricular sports and events.
I also see it as a place where the teachers are all highly qualified, with excellent resources,
outstanding facilities, and excellent educational experiences.
Mr Aaron Caesarikow
Full Name: Aaron Ivan Caesarikow
Place of Birth: Bedford Park (Flinders Hospital), Adelaide,
South Australia
Favourite Colour: Blue
Favourite Meal: Chicken or Beef Schnitzel Parmigiana
with salad (with dressing and fetta) and chips. I love curries
(Korma and Vindaloo)
Hobbies/ Interests: Emerging Technologies, Travel,
Running, AFL, Cricket, Netball, Touch Football, Coaching, swimming in the pool with my
wife and kids & looking after my pets (cat, chickens and budgies).
Favourite Holiday Destination: UK
What do you enjoy most about teaching? Seeing student improvement from preassessment to post-assessment. Hearing the life lessons taught by me quoted back to me
by my students.
What single advice would you give all students? Always give an honest effort.
Highlight during time at IQRA College: Coaching and seeing the HS students participate in
the HS Soccer, Basketball and Netball tournaments.
Where do you see IQRA College in 10 Years? I see IQRA College with over 1000 students
in the next 10 years. The facilities will include indoor swimming pools and gymnasiums (for
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indoor netball, volleyball, basketball), an oval (sports shed, long jump pits, football goals)
and a soccer pitch (with lights and goals).
I see it offering sporting academies for Netball, Basketball and Soccer. I see IQRA being
the number one Islamic College in Australia. I see students representing the school on
weekends in school sports.
Ms Hajar Mazra
Full Name: Hajar Mazra
Place of Birth: Iran
Favourite Colour: Black and Navy (dark blue)
Favourite Meal: Yiros, Spinach Soup (Ash)
Hobbies/ Interests: Reading novles, being outdoor (hiking),
travelling and exploring different cultures.
Favourite Holiday Destination: Egypt & Italy
What do you enjoy most about teaching? I like the learning that goes on as I prepare and
teach a class. I enjoy it most when I observe students get excited about learning and take
advantage of all the opportunities a school has to offer them. I enjoy it when helping them
to discover their strengths and develop those strengths on a regular basis. My greatest
joy is when students tell you how you mattered in their lives and made learning fun and
enjoyable!! I also enjoy it when they teach me too; about different cultures, abilities and
perspectives.
What single advice would you give all students? Do not fear failure!! Try new things! Read
Read Read! Knowledge never stops here!!
Highlight during time at IQRA College: Collaboration and working as a team, One minute
Taazkirah every morning, PD sessions
Where do you see IQRA College in 10 Years? The most awarded Islamic college offering
high quality education in South Australia. More courses will be offered and introduced.
Establishing ‘The Iqra Centre’ for performing Arts, the sports and swimming centre, IT,
Design and Technology are examples of investments that support our mission to provide
an exceptional education for all students at IQRA College.
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